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While the single digit P:E multiple, emerging markets remain mired in a bear, developed markets rallied like a bull in July 
as managers became comfortable that in the event the Fed pared back its bond buying program any related rise in rates 
wouldn’t be enough to hurt stocks. Gold and oil both bettered strong North American equity performances, but the 
performance of these assets paled compared to the US-dollar based returns of peripheral European stock markets such 
as Spain. Our funds do not invest outside of North America, however, if they did, I'd consider Europe to be a trade not an 
investment. 

 
 

 
July 2013 YTD 

S&P 500 5.10% 18.20% 

TSX 5.6% (2.9% in C$) -2.7% (0.4% in C$) 

SPAIN 11.00% 4.00% 

MSCI EM 1.40% -9.60% 

GOLD 7.20% -21.70% 

OIL 5.40% -3.10% 

   FF Long Short LP 8.39% 27.54% 

FF Market Neutral LP 5.86% 23.61% 

 
 
July 2013 also marked the conclusion of our first 12 months of investing at Forge First, and as shown in the table above, 
both funds delivered solid results for the month. Forge First Market Neutral LP (“FFMNLP”) delivered a net gain of 5.86% 
for the month of July. Consequently, FFMNLP finished its first 12 months of investing with a net gain 33.17%. Our other 
fund, Forge First Long Short LP advanced 8.38% net during July 2013 such that its first 12 months net return ended at 
38.91%.  In contrast, the TSX Total Return and S&P500 Total Return gained 3.19% (in C$) and 5.1% during July and 
10.44% and 24.99% respectively on a trailing 12 month basis. 
 
Whereas our short book contributed the majority of profits during June 2013, in July our long positions ruled the day. In 
FFMNLP, our longs generated 1037 bps in profits while our short book cost us 402 bps. Winning sectors included 
Financials at 355 bps and Industrials at 218 bps. Losing sectors included ETFs at 108 bps and Consumer Cyclical stocks 
at 75 bps. The adjusted beta ended July 2013 at 0.08. Lastly, the fund exited July with gross and net exposure of 206% 
and 26% respectively. 
   
Forge First Long Short LP (“FFLSLP”) which typically features a net long bias, also had a great month. Our long positions 
chipped in 1,259 bps in profits while we lost 351 bps on the short side of this book. Sectors that provided the biggest wins 
during July were Financials at 391 bps and Industrials at 317 bps. On the other side of the ledger, the fund lost 104 bps 
from its positions in ETFs and 48 bps in the Consumer Cyclical space. Adjusted beta exited July at 0.39 while exposure 
levels finished this period at 194% gross and 59% net. 
 
Looking ahead, our funds will continue to be positioned with a balance of defence and offence.  With an eye towards 
making money we see many particularly attractive risk reward opportunities. On the long side, we continue to like energy 
services and 2

nd
 derivative plays on the US housing recovery. From the short side, a source of profits for us during five of 

our first 12 months, we continue to believe the outlook remains challenged for most basic material stocks and several 
consumer discretionary names. 
 
During the past year, the price of the S&P 500 has gained 22% while index EPS has only grown 3%. In other words, the 
majority of the move up in equities has been multiple expansion, as the forward P:E has increased from 13.5X at the 
beginning of 2013 to around 16X today. That’s all fine and good, and even at 16X, the market is only priced modestly 
above its longer term trend line. However, as the chart on the below right shows you earnings growth has been falling 
(blue line) while the P:E multiple (blue line) has been expanding. In addition, from the graph on the below left you can see 
that the year to date advance in the S&P (yellow line) has been on declining volumes (blue line). 
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Source: Morgan Stanley in the Flow Report                                                                                                                     Source: Bloomberg 

 
The table below suggests consensus estimates expect earnings growth to pick up in the back half of 2013 from the 
current Q2 run rate of 4.5% (based on Q2 reports to date from 88% of the S&P 500 companies). While July’s 2% fall in 
the US dollar will aid 2

nd
 half earnings growth, I believe growth estimates remain optimistic. 

 
S&P 500 EPS Estimates 

2013 Q3 2013 Q4 All of 2013 

5.8% 11.6% 6.6% 

 
 
Five years of low interest rates have boosted rate sensitive business sectors to levels that have assured a continuance of 
the existing rate of growth for the overall economy, however, the breadth of the recovery remains relatively narrow. In the 
USA, annualized GDP growth during the past two quarters has averaged a meagre 1.4%, well below the level required to 
catalyze a self-sustaining recovery, and is only up 1.4% over the past year. This outcome has served to widen the already 
problematic output gap. Hence while quantitative easing has outlived its economic utility, with fiscal policy sidelined by the 
extreme bipartisanship that ensures lobbyists thrive while Main Street withers, Bernanke's FOMC has had little choice but 
to maintain interest rates too low for too long.  
 
Recent ISM manufacturing & non-manufacturing data points suggest the domestic economy in the US is okay while the 
international economy is softening; and since the Obama administration has done little to prevent a return to much of the 
reckless behaviour that got the American economy in trouble in the first place, okay is good because too strong would 
certainly force interest rates higher. In turn, higher interest rates would close the door on many of the methods Wall Street 
is using to make money given the reality of the new world that sees investors frightened to buy stocks, regardless whether 
or not bonds are viewed as a bad investment.  
 
For example, the month of July saw the largest issuance of ‘payment in kind’ (PIKs) notes this year, such that year to date 
issuance has already exceeded that of 2012. These PIKs allow borrowers to defer cash interest payments. The issuance 
of covenant light loans hit record levels earlier this year, while the degree of financial leverage used in large buyout deals 
in July reached 5.9X, a level last seen in 2007. There are many signs that risk-taking is back to the elevated levels of 
2007. Yet, the world is a very different place today. 
 
Demand-induced higher interest rates would also be very damaging for Emerging Markets (“EM”) economies. These 
countries are no longer the growth engines they used to be. More importantly, higher US rates would destabilize the carry 
trade that has enabled private sector debt levels to approach 200% of GDP in several EM countries. Finally, India is a 
mess and Brazil is tottering towards a recession. China is clearly in the midst of a major transition, one that will 
undoubtedly be arduous, long, not without risks, but necessary. Africa is not yet ready to take the handoff to being the 
next high growth economy while various South American countries are struggling with the conflicting issues of capitalism 
and socialism. Hence a wide swath of corporate America has scaled back its outlook for earnings growth (from 
MacDonald’s to Caterpillar to IBM) from these regions which constitute 20%-25% of earnings for the S&P 500. 
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As for Europe, while several data points suggest the Eurozone economy is inching off the bottom, credit availability is still 
falling. The IMF expects Spanish unemployment to remain at or above 25% through 2018 and the Bank of Italy expects 
the Italian economy to shrink by 1.8% this year. Remember, 14.5% of total bank loans in Italy are non-performing and the 
governments’ debt to GDP ratio exited March 2013 at 130%. The sole cylinder of the European economic engine that’s 
working is Germany, but with a slowdown in China and the large rally in the euro relative to the Japanese Yen, it’s 
important to be realistic about the degree of improvement one should expect from Europe in the near term.  
 
In the USA, the majority of the bottom four quintiles of the population are in rougher shape today than they were before 
the financial crisis. Year to date including July's payroll data, the US economy has created 953,000 jobs, of which only 
222,000 have been full time. In July, average hourly earnings slowed to 1.87% year-over-year, barely outpacing recent 
headline CPI data at 1.76%, while average weekly hours slipped 0.1 hours to 34.4 hours. The net result is that the 
average worker is earning less, working fewer hours, and just barely keeping up with inflation. Personal disposable 
income growth has averaged just 1.1% over the past five quarters!  Meanwhile, with the price of oil up almost $10/barrel in 
the past month gasoline prices are becoming a drag again. 

 
US YEAR TO DATE JOB CREATION 

PART TIME FULL TIME TOTAL 

731K 222K 953K 

 
 
Rising prices for essential items such as rent, food and fuel are inflationary if those price hikes are paid for with increasing 
household incomes. With median household income having fallen more than 5% in the past five years these hikes are 
deflationary. Last weeks' Q2 GDP data showed the core PCE deflator rising only 0.8%, a full 0.6% slower than in the 
previous four quarters. Deflation is everywhere except in financial markets. 
 
In addition, one must not discount the already fragile balance sheet and psyche of the aging baby boomer. Financially 
wounded three times since the new millennium (tech bubble, 2008 financial crisis & the housing meltdown), these are the 
folks that piled into bonds after the crisis of 2008. Post three decent years in bonds, the past two years have been rough 
for this income-dependent group. Now being told this asset, which generates no after tax real return, is risky, but 
frightened by stocks, they’ve yet to buy the hype of the ‘great rotation’.  
 
While I’m far from bullish on the US economy in light of the abovementioned structural challenges, balance necessitates 
acknowledging two points. First, the reason median household income has fallen 5%+ in recent years is because 
Corporate America keeps cutting costs. This fact combined with the vertical incline in US energy production has materially 
improved the global competitiveness of the US economy. Also, the risks of a US-lead recession are very low at this time. 
While total U.S. credit market debt totals an eye-popping $57T, roughly 17.8X the U.S. Monetary Base, many fragile 
balance sheets have improved. U.S. household debt to GDP has fallen from 94.3% at its 2008 peak to 77.4% today such 
that Q2 of 2013 will likely have been the first quarter in years that debt growth relative to income growth has turned 
positive. After 41 consecutive months of rising private nonfarm employment, the pro-cyclical nature of credit availability 
has finally begun to be self-reinforcing.  

 

 
    
Source: Bank of America 
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Despite this very positive development for the US consumer the continued combination of a lack of policy coordination, 
demographic headwinds, and tremendous debt overhangs in the government sector implies economic growth, be it in the 
US or globally, will remain relatively lacklustre. Hence, to me, while the market ‘noise’ on tapering could be damaging to 
financial instruments, its bark is bigger than its bite. First, monetary-induced inflation is still years in to the future. Second, 
the notion of tapering must be put in to context. The table below shows the estimated calendar year net issuance of debt 
instruments, not just Treasury bonds, by the US government. It’s true that Fed tapering means less demand, but supply is 
shrinking too. 

 
US Federal Government – Net Bond Issuance 

2011 2012 2013 2014 

$1051bn $1134bn $766bn $677bn 

 
 
Putting this altogether, earnings growth will remain low and while the US is the ‘best house on the street’, there’s a limit to 

how high a multiple I want to pay for stocks when the ‘host that’s provided the juice for the party’ has announced last call. 

Other than basic materials stocks, a group that I believe will continue to have tough times, the markets have had a good 

run. Historically, August & September have been two of the rougher months of the year for equities. At Forge, our #1 job 

is to preserve capital, then build from there. July was the 9
th
 straight month our funds had positive performance, and that 

includes the 3 months during 2013 that the TSX has been down. 

 

As always should you have any questions or comments, please contact me at 416-687-6771 or 

amccreath@forgefirst.com. Follow me on TWITTER @CEDARBUSH 

Thanks very much, 

 

Andrew McCreath 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
IMPORTANT:  The information provided in this data sheet is for information purposes only and does not constitute an offering memorandum. All material has been obtained from sources 

believed to be reliable, but its accuracy is not guaranteed. The 2013 results are unaudited and are based on our best estimates at the time of this report. Performance data is historical, and is 

not indicative of future performance. The Forge First Funds are currently open to Canadian investors who meet certain eligibility requirements. Please contact Forge First Asset Management 

Inc. to request the offering documents. 
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